Role of pharmacists in optimizing the use of anticancer drugs in the clinical setting
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Abstract: Oncology pharmacists, also known as oncology pharmacy specialists (OPSs) have specialized knowledge of anticancer medications and their role in cancer. As essential member of the interdisciplinary team, OPSs optimize the benefits of drug therapy, help to minimize toxicities and work with patients on supportive care issues. The OPSs expanded role as experts in drug therapy extends to seven major key elements of medication management that include: selection, procurement, storage, preparation/dispensing, prescribing/dosing/transcribing, administration and monitoring/evaluation/education. As front line caregivers in hospital, ambulatory care, long-term care facilities, and community specialty pharmacies, the OPS also helps patients in areas of supportive care including nausea and vomiting, hematologic support, nutrition and infection control. This role helps the patient in the recovery phase between treatment cycles and adherence to chemotherapy treatment schedules essential for optimal treatment and outcome.
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Introduction
Pharmacists began training and defining their role in medical oncology practice in 1976, when Morris and Hickman outlined a curriculum for pharmacy students at the University of Tennessee in the US to help prepare them to participate in the therapeutic care of cancer patients. The foundation curriculum for pharmacist training differentiates itself from other health care professions with emphasis on pharmacokinetics of drug behavior in the liver and kidneys as well as extensive training in pharmacology and medicinal chemistry. The American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) published guidelines in 1990, 1993, 1996, and 2002 to describe a pharmacist’s role not only in safe handling, preparation, and dispensing of drugs but also in pharmaceutical care as the health professional who is “…directly responsible for the provision outlined for medication-related care for the purpose of achieving definite outcomes that improve a patient’s quality of life. The pharmacist is deemed responsible for identifying, resolving, and preventing medication-related problems such as untreated indications, improper drug selection, inadequate dosing, adverse drug reactions, interactions and medication use without indication.”

The Board of Pharmacy Specialties, an autonomous division of the American Pharmacists Association, recognizes oncology pharmacy as one of eight specialty areas of pharmacy with the designation of Board Certified Oncology Pharmacists (BCOP). Other countries have similar specialty designations through their respective pharmacy professional organizations. As of January 2014, 1,635 pharmacists were...
board certified in the US as BCOP.7 Oncology pharmacy specialists (OPS) have expanded their role as experts in specific cancers and are front line caregivers in supportive care for the side effects caused by chemotherapy and biological agents. The OPS work on supportive care issues such as nutrition support, pain, infection control, hematology and anticoagulation as described in Table 1. This role helps the patient in the recovery phase between treatment cycles and adherence to chemotherapy treatment schedules essential for optimal treatment and outcome.3 Due to the plethora of safety issues with drugs with a low therapeutic index, OPS focus on different aspects of patient care that include their expertise with anti-cancer drugs themselves as well as the management of the numerous side effects caused by these drugs (Table 2).

The American Society of Clinical Oncology describes oncology pharmacists as having specialized knowledge of medications and their role in cancer and essential interdisciplin ary team members who maximize the benefits of drug therapy and minimize toxicities.8 Figure 1 depicts the range of pharmacists’ skills from broader responsibilities to more specialized expertise.

This descriptive review paper focuses on the various components of medication management and the OPS’s role from a viewpoint of clinical practice in the US. Each of these processes helps to support optimal anticancer drug treatment. Activities take place in the inpatient hospital, outpatient ambulatory care clinics, specialty community pharmacies, and long-term care centers where OPSs are located. This paper shares information that could be utilized worldwide, given that oncology pharmacy practices vary greatly. References were resourced via the PubMed search engine and accessed via the University of Hawaii library system.

As a starting point, the Joint Commission, which is the accreditation body for health care facilities in the US and for international institutions who seek US third-party insurance reimbursements, outlined a process of seven critical steps that constitute safe and complete medication management: 1) selection; 2) procurement; 3) prescribing, dosing, and transcribing; 4) storage; 5) preparing and dispensing (includes delivery); 6) administering; and 7) monitoring, evaluation, and education.9,10 Figure 2 depicts the components of this process.

### Medication-management components

#### Selection

Although selection could be confused with prescribing in some countries, the Joint Commission defines selection in this case as appropriate choice of a medication for a specific indication.9 OPSs can aid in the area of appropriate selection and provide medical information about antineoplastic pharmacology, dosing adjustments for organ dysfunction, and adverse-effect profiles. Drug-information skills specific to OPSs include the ability to utilize appropriate search engines and find published clinical trials and ongoing clinical trials, review study design, and evaluate evidence-based guidelines and appropriateness of biostatistics.10 Frequently asked questions of pharmacists may include requests to find the latest information on availability of an investigational anticancer drug and find updated information on recent developments. Additional information the OPS may regularly access is literature that documents use of an anticancer drug for off-label use. This information can be particularly helpful to justify possible health insurance reimbursement. OPSs also perform admission medication

---

**Table 1** Oncology pharmacist practice for supportive care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hematopoiesis support</td>
<td>Anemia EPO, non-EPO, Colony-stimulating factor, Anticoagulation clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy administration follow-up</td>
<td>Chemoprotective agents – protocol development, dosing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal side effect support</td>
<td>N/V/D/C/mucositis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutaneous/dermatological support</td>
<td>Extravasation, hand-foot syndrome, hand-foot rash syndrome, maculopapular rash management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain management</td>
<td>Opiates, side effect management, nonnarcotic medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious disease and antibiotic support</td>
<td>Immunization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parenteral nutrition support</td>
<td>Palliative care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic disease medication management</td>
<td>Hypertension, hyperlipidemia, cholesterol management, asthma control, diabetes control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Data taken from 10,11,120,121

**Abbreviations:** EPO, erythropoietin; N/V/D/C, nausea/vomiting/diarrhea/constipation.
histories that help to elucidate the patient’s tolerance of current and previous medications and chemotherapy, and thus also adding to factors considered for selection.\textsuperscript{11}

In recent years, some pharmacists have concentrated on pharmacogenomics, the study of genetic factors that contribute to determining drug response or toxicity.\textsuperscript{12} Genome variation for the tumor is due to acquired somatic mutations acquired through the evolution of a cancer. Differences in the tumor genome help to explain varying therapeutic responses to chemotherapy. Examples of this are seen in the selection of epidermal growth-factor receptor (\textit{EGFR}) drugs like gefitinib, erlotinib, and cetuximab. Identification of somatic mutations in the tyrosine-kinase domain of the \textit{EGFR} gene will correlate with response.\textsuperscript{13} Variation in the germ-line genome represents interindividual inherited genetic factors.\textsuperscript{12} With identification of genetic marker decisions for optimal drug selection, dose and treatment duration can be tailored to certain patients. Response to chemotherapy has been demonstrated to be a heritable trait dictated by the germ-line genome. Based upon pharmacogenetic testing, the OPS can be involved with selection of a drug that may have a likelihood of a higher response or if specific toxicity risks are higher for one drug over the other.\textsuperscript{12,13}

\textbf{Prescribing, dosing, and transcribing}
Pharmacists play a key role in the complexity of prescribing and transcribing chemotherapy regimens.\textsuperscript{9} Prescribing or ordering is defined as the specific items in a prescription and the logistics of placing the medication order.\textsuperscript{9} Mistakes in prescriptions or in the prescribing process can lead to
significant medication errors. General medication errors in hospitals generally range from 2% to 5%. Chemotherapy error rates have been reported at 3%–16%.14,15 Errors in ordering are most common, followed by administration and then dispensing. Missing or improperly written premedication orders prior to chemotherapy and missing treatment parameters could also lead to potentially serious adverse drug reactions. A study investigating the error rate in pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia patients found a 10% oral medication error rate. Errors occurred mainly in prescribing and administration.16–18

In 1996, Cohen et al published updates to the 1993 ASHP guidelines to further define safety steps in preventing medication errors in cancer chemotherapy.19 These guidelines urged implementation of dose-verification processes, detailed checklists, decrease in the use of verbal orders, and standardizing vocabulary to offset the use of acronyms formed from generic, chemical, and brand names. These updates were in response to a galvanizing medication error that occurred in 1994 at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute in Boston, MA, USA, when a dose written for cyclophosphamide 4 g/m² to be given over 4 days was instead given daily for 4 consecutive days. One patient died and another patient suffered permanent harm.20 This error was due to inaccurate interpretation of an unclear order.

Prescribing complex chemotherapy regimens is complicated, with dosing calculations based upon body surface area (BSA) as opposed to set doses and varying administration on consecutive and nonconsecutive days. Other order specifics for infusion times, route, diluents, carrier solutions, container type, and stability are items left to the OPS and/or to pharmacists working directly in the sterile compounding pharmacy area. Standardized chemotherapy order forms have been shown to minimize errors when specific components are included in a standardized order created by OPSs.21

Standardized order components include diagnosis, height, most recent weight, BSA calculation, dosage (mg/m²), final calculated dose, start date and time, day of therapy, solution diluent and volume, infusion rate ( drips), route (intravenous [ IV] push or infusion), duration of infusion, frequency of administration, and total number of scheduled doses.22 Documentation of height and weight will help the pharmacist and nurse to double-check calculations of BSA and final dose.22

Electronic order entry has allowed for stronger safety measures for oncology chemotherapy orders. The pharmacist can help resolve such system failures as inadequate medication order entry and can help track where failures occur. OPSs are key players in creating standardized electronic order sets that are linked to clinical laboratory tests and program for medication alerts for interactions and doses that exceed maximum allowable limits.

Practitioner order entry allows for faster and safer pharmacist order verification, and avoids the previous mistakes caused by hand-transcribing a physician order to the medication-administration record. Several hospitals have taken initiatives to implement multidisciplinary failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) in order to reduce improper dosing, incorrect dosing calculations, assure cumulative dose calculations, and implement checklists for incomplete nursing orders. Even with implementation of computerized physician order entry, the process of FMEA to accompany pharmaceutical care will add to safety measures.23

Pharmacists contribute significantly to the dosing portion of the prescribing process. Dosing in elderly and pediatric patients may require consideration of unique factors. Approximately 52% of cancer patients with newly diagnosed cancers are at least 65 years of age.24 A natural part of the aging process will affect drug-absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination changes. Changes in drug absorption result from decreased splanchnic blood flow and gastrointestinal motility and increased gastric pH. Cardiovascular and gastrointestinal medications can also affect these processes. Physiological changes, such as increase in body fat, decrease in body water and lean body mass, serum proteins, and hemoglobin concentration will affect drug distribution. Hepatic drug-metabolizing enzymes in the cytochrome P450 (CYP) cascade show decreased activity with antineoplastics like the taxanes that undergo hepatic CYP isoenzyme metabolism. Any agent causing inhibition or competition with CYP3A would affect serum levels and increase the potential for toxicity.25 All these scenarios would benefit from an OPS assessment for dosage adjustment.

Drug–drug and drug–disease interactions in the elderly may also complicate dosing. Elderly patients have an average of three comorbid conditions and an average of 9.1 medications. Cardiovascular drugs are the most commonly prescribed medications. Paclitaxel and carboplatin were the most commonly used antineoplastic agents. In patients with this combination of medications, dosage adjustments were not made.25–27

Aging also affects drug excretion, since the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) decreases. Renally excreted agents like carboplatin will require dose adjustment in declining renal function, since 70% of the dose is eliminated in urine in the first 24 hours. The combination of decreased excretion and...
drug interactions in the elderly are also potential areas for complications. Common medications utilized in geriatric populations like cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors may affect elimination of several medications in the antineoplastic category.25

Pediatric patients present unique challenges in dosing due to differences in drug disposition. Altered gastrointestinal function, such as pH, motility, and bile production, or enzyme activity will increase or decrease oral drug absorption. Pediatric populations are more vulnerable also from a pharmacokinetic standpoint. Decreased metabolic and renal clearances at birth require drug-dosage adjustments. However, rapid development of organs and tissues affects metabolism and clearance, thus affecting drug serum concentrations. Children 1–10 years old have a larger volume of distribution and may have a higher dose/kg requirement. Highly lipid-soluble drugs may have a smaller volume of distribution with resulting higher serum concentrations from a specific dose. All these factors may alter the dosing and require the expertise of a pediatric-trained oncology pharmacist.28

As children move through puberty, increased sex-hormone production affects both CYP and conjugation metabolic pathways. Adolescent males have increased lean body mass and water, whereas women have increased body fat. These alterations in body composition affect drug distribution. BSA-to-mass ratio changes throughout childhood, with BSA increasing threefold while weight increases 5.5-fold between 2 and 18 years. The question often arises as to when dosing for an adolescent is based upon BSA as opposed to dose/kg, with GFR adjusted for BSA remaining stable throughout adolescence. Some evidence is available that secretion of drugs is reduced after puberty, thus requiring dose adjustment.27–29

Questions are often posed to pharmacists in dosing chemotherapy for both the underweight and overweight patient. Actual body weight is used to calculate BSA for dosing or GFR. However, in the severely underweight patient, numerous alterations exist in drug disposition. Rate and extent of absorption as well as increase in free active drug due to decreased serum proteins may affect distribution. Metabolism and excretion are reduced. Protein and calorie malnutrition also affect a patient’s sensitivity to chemotherapy, leading to decreased tumor response.28,31–32

In overweight patients, clinicians may hesitate to dose a patient at full body weight. Obesity is defined as 30%–40% over ideal body weight or above the 95th percentile for body mass index. However, reviews of drug disposition in obese patients suggest that serum protein binding, metabolism, and renal function remain unchanged, bringing into question the need for dosage adjustment.33,34

Alterations in obese patients’ pharmacokinetic profiles include reduced clearance of doxorubicin and methylprednisolone that showed increased acute pharmacological effects. However, reduced clearance has not been correlated with differences in efficacy or toxicity.35,36

Pharmacogenomic studies have affected dosing in certain antineoplastics. With the discovery of the thiopurine methyltransferase allele in pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia patients, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) changed labeling for 6-mercaptopurine to require genetic testing to be performed to determine if a dose decrease is needed.13 Pharmacists at the St Jude Children’s Research Hospital in Memphis, TN now routinely individualize doses of mercaptopurine based on thiopurine methyltransferase genotype and clinical tolerance. In conjunction with the informatics team, decision-supported alerts are built into computerized orders. An alert fires when a high-risk drug is ordered on a patient with high-risk genotype.37,38 The FDA has also changed labeling to recommend pharmacogenetic prescribing for irinotecan in patients with the UGT1A1 (uridine diphosphate glucuronosyltransferase 1 family, polypeptide A1) genetic variation, which may cause patients to suffer from more intense neutropenia or diarrhea. Patients with dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase genetic variation may need dose adjustments due to increased risk for leucopenia and severe mucositis.13

Procurement
Making a drug available to the patient in and of itself does not help to optimize anticancer therapy, but certainly procurement is a necessary step. The OPS is spending increasing time trying to procure antineoplastics due to manufacturing shortages. A record 320 drug shortages in the US were reported in 2013. Most shortages occur in the injectable dosage form. The FDA indicates that quality issues, such as contamination (43%), are the most common issues, but other factors, such as manufacturing delays, plant closures, drug discontinuations, and increased demand, add to the shortage.39

Drug shortages can cause numerous complications. McBride et al described the most common shortages that occurred 12 months prior to a survey from 243 members of the Hematology/Oncology Pharmacy Association and other organizations.40 The most common shortages included leucovorin, liposomal doxorubicin, fluorouracil, and paclitaxel, which may affect patients with ovarian, breast, and
colon cancer. In 93% of patients, shortages were reported to have delayed therapy or caused changes in therapy because patients were forced to travel to another institution, receive alternative medications, receive lower doses, or omit medications altogether. Increased cost was reported in 85% of patients. Reimbursement challenges related to drug shortages were reported in 10% of patients. Additional costs were also related to increased labor hours, with 1,000 extra hours reported in 34% of cases. These additional hours spent by pharmacists could be better spent in other areas. Changes in drug therapy due to drug shortages also caused a medication error rate of 6% and a near-miss error rate of 16%. A study from St Jude Children’s Research Hospital linked a shortage of mechlorethamine to a greater risk of relapse for young Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients. Relapse in these patients required additional intensive therapy, leaving them at risk for infertility and other treatment-related health problems.

ASHP routinely updates medications in shortage and includes the three drugs listed in McBride et al, as well as carboplatin, cytarabine, dacarbazine doxorubicin, fludarabine, lomustine capsules, mercaptopurine tablets, methotrexate injection and tablets, thiopeta, and vinblastine. On a daily basis, the OPS role must check on the availability of drugs in shortage and work with oncologists to modify upcoming regimens.

Oral targeted therapy cost can cost more than US$40,000–45,000 per patient. With this cost, many retail pharmacies may not be willing to expend the budget if they are not guaranteed reimbursement. Specialty pharmacies where OPSSs work have become well versed in obtaining preauthorization and reimbursement for high-cost oral antineoplastics.

Storage

Proper storage of antineoplastic agents in proper lighting and temperature to maintain chemical integrity is crucial to ensure that antineoplastics maintain their full dose activity. More critical is the issue regarding lookalike/soundalike (LA/SA) medications, improper storage, and how this may impact proper dispensing. Drugs such as vincristine and vinblastine, carboplatin and cisplatin, daunorubicin, doxorubicin, and idarubicin have long been on the Institute for Safe Medication Practices list of drugs with confusing names. The Joint Commission medication-management standard MM.01.02.01, EP 1 describes the LA/SA standard and details storage and dispensing standards to avoid medication errors. It cannot be assumed that antineoplastics are separately stored from other medications, especially in small hospital pharmacy departments or a satellite clinic pharmacy. Pharmacists and their support staff must store these LAs/SAs physically apart to ensure proper selection. Other methods to differentiate include special font and size on labeling and applying warning ancillary stickers on the final dispensed drug.

Improper storage placement for antineoplastic agents and nononcology LA/SA medications may also lead to medication errors. For instance, paclitaxel may be confused with Paxil® (GSK, Philadelphia, PA, USA), an antidepressant, or Xenical® (Hoffman-LaRoche, Nutley, NJ, USA) (orlistat), a compound prescribed for weight loss, can be confused with XELODA® (Genentech Inc., South San Francisco, CA, USA) (capecitabine).

Preparation and dispensing

Reconstitution and preparation of anticancer drugs can be a complex process. Pharmacist-prepared and Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee-approved standardized charts for dilution quantity, type of carrier solutions and volumes, specific containers (glass, low polyvinyl chloride, and plastic), infusion rates, and expiration dates will help with accurate compounding or preparation. Compounding worksheets that document each cycle of chemotherapy brand used, serial numbers (in case of recall), calculating cumulative doses of certain drugs, cycle number of chemotherapy and dates, along with space for technicians and pharmacists to double-check to record a patient’s course of therapy over time. OPSSs can evaluate the use of closed-system transfer devices like PhaSeal® (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) or ChemoClave® (ChemoClave Hospira, Inc., Lake Forest, IL, USA) may help to prime the chemotherapy safely for use by the administrator. OPSSs are also responsible for making sure that multiple chemotherapy agents are not placed into biological safety cabinets simultaneously, so as to avoid injection of the wrong drug into the carrier solution.

Preparation areas in outpatient, inpatient, and satellite pharmacy spaces may be small and not allow for appropriate ventilation. OPSSs should have a role in assuring facility compliance with regulatory standards for biological safety, such as for vertical hoods or safety cabinets. This ensures safety for the technician and pharmacist, and also assures a sterile product.

For research protocols, the OPS, nurse study coordinator, and investigational new drug pharmacist can work together to share information on compounding of medications, since there can be limited data on stability, precipitation, and administration. The pharmacist’s role in dispensing is to assure that the final drug product is legally labeled and
contains all ancillary notification either on the label or stickers for administration, storage, and destruction. Examples include “Hazardous drug”, “Refrigerate”, or “Return to pharmacy for destruction”.9

Dispensing also includes appropriate delivery, and OPSs are key in outlining policies and procedures for appropriate transport. For instance, fragile and costly biologicals should not be transported in tube-delivery systems to avoid destruction of the fragile protein carriers and thus negation of drug efficacy. OPS expertise is critical in creating policies and procedures that detail containment in spills or leak situations and ensuring proper disposal of IV, oral, or topical dosage forms.9

Administration
Administration remains a nursing mainstay, especially for parenteral drugs. Nurses often ask for information on compatibilities with multiple infusion lines, scheduling and sequencing, infusion rates, volume issues to prime IV lines properly, manipulating concentrations in fluid restriction, or even changing the type of carrier solutions in cases of metabolic abnormalities. In cases of delayed infusion time or delay in delivery, discussion on infusion rates to make up infusion time needs to occur, especially where short time frames are given for drug stability. Discussion on viable IV access, whether via centrally placed infusion catheters as opposed to peripherally placed lines, may help to avoid extravasation, especially in cases of past extravasation. Providing supportive care in cases of extravasation antidotes and protocols is also a vital role for the OPS.50

Dispensing and administration errors involving parenteral medications in pediatric populations can cause devastating outcomes. Due to the small volume of IV vincristine and the IV push administration, inadvertent intrathecal administration of vincristine was first reported in 1968.51,52 Intrathecal administration of vincristine can cause acute central neurotoxicity and lethal outcomes. From 1968 to 2006, 55 cases of inadvertent intrathecal administration have been reported worldwide. Physician/nurse and pharmacy error occurred in 69% of cases, pharmacy error 19%, and physician/nurse error 12%.53 In cases where all three disciplines were involved, inadequate communication was cited as the most common cause. In pharmacy-only errors, mislabeling of syringes was the main cause. Physician and nurse failures occurred due to lack of checking of labeling or to check physician orders. In 2005, The Joint Commission released a “sentinel event alert” in order to prevent vincristine administration errors. Standards detail steps to avoid past mistakes. More recently, vincristine has been prepared in IV piggyback so that volumes will prohibit intrathecal administration.54

Nurses and OPSs must work together to prepare a patient properly to receive chemotherapy. OPSs can prepare orders for prehydration and forced-diuresis protocols in high-dose chemotherapy regimens.53 Suggestions to utilize such chemoprotective agents as high-dose ifosfamide with mesna, anifostine, and dexrazoxane are often made by pharmacists with regard to appropriate dosing, administration times, and sequence. OPSs can assure that protective steroid eyedrops are ordered to protect against conjunctivitis caused by high-dose cytarabine.50 Infusion of monoclonal antibody drugs, such as rituximab and trastuzumab, may require prophylaxis with such medications as corticosteroids, antihistamine, and acetaminophen to avoid anaphylactic or allergic reactions.53

Administration preparedness also includes prophylaxis in supportive care areas, such as preventing nausea and vomiting. Historic use of the dopamine antagonists metoclopramide and prochlorperazine utilized the skills of the pharmacist for prophylaxis against extrapyramidal side effects. With the advent of the 5-HT3-antagonist class of antiemetics, OPSs collaborate with physicians to establish prophylaxis protocols that match levels of regimen emetogenicity. OPSs have shown that algorithms and treatment guidelines have shown cost reductions and improved control of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (CINV).57 Most recent reports show how pharmacist interventions help to reduce costs of antiemetics by 16% in outpatient clinics.57,58 The release of such neurokinin-1 receptor antagonists as aprepitant add to the CINV regimes, especially in patients receiving multiday chemotherapy and cisplatin therapy. The correct utilization of aprepitant has been demonstrated in solid and hematological tumors, for transplant by pharmacists as a supportive regimen.59–64

In delayed CINV, clinicians tend to overprescribe aprepitant and serotonin antagonists and underprescribe corticosteroids. Physicians also tend to underprescribe antiemetics in patients receiving low-emetogenic-potential regimens.65–67 OPSs can help to choose correct medications other than the serotonin-receptor antagonists based upon protocols agreed upon between oncologists and OPSs.

Administration challenges also occur with oral dosage forms. The placement of OPSs in inpatient and outpatient care areas and into specialty pharmacies has increased their role in administration. The US National Cancer Institute reports that 25% of the 400 antineoplastic agents in the FDA pipeline are planned to be oral medications.68,69
The key issue in oral therapy is drug adherence, formerly known as drug compliance. General rates of medication adherence vary from 20% to 100%. Assumptions are made that adherence is not an issue in oncology patients, since cancer is a life-threatening disease. In women receiving oral cyclophosphamide and prednisone for breast cancer, self-reported compliance rates of 57% were reported. Bonadonna and Valagussa established an association between missed chemotherapy doses and inferior disease-free survival. Several studies indicate that higher survival rates occur with patient concordance with oral chemotherapy regimens. In a curable hematological malignancy, a 44% compliance rate was measured via assay, even with patient education.

Additional issues arise with prolonged or long-term oral therapy. A patient’s perception of risks associated with disease, benefits from therapy, and the nature and severity of side effects affects long-term adherence. Social and psychological factors, such as social support, financial resources, complexity of treatment, and the patient’s general belief about health and wellness warrant consideration. Pharmacists can employ various tools, such as a diary, to help with patient adherence and confirm adherence with pill counts and verification with refill histories. Patients must understand the importance of communicating missed

Since 2011, 26 new oral chemotherapy agents have been FDA-approved, with the majority as targeted therapies, as shown in Table 3. In a survey of 42 US national cancer centers, few had systems established for monitoring and managing risks linked with oral chemotherapy.
doses to their caregivers. Pharmacist phone calls will also help to establish rapport. Table 4 summarizes the oncology pharmacist’s role in managing oral therapies.

**Monitoring and evaluation**

The last major medication-management process of monitoring and evaluating drug therapy has long been an area that OPSs have helped in to optimize anticancer drug therapy. By joining clinical rounds and suggesting clinical interventions at the bedside, the OPSs can effect faster change. As mentioned in the “Prescribing, dosing, and transcribing” section, medication errors may also cause adverse drug reactions. Pharmacists and nurses have demonstrated the ability to respectively avert potential adverse drug reactions by 50% and 40%. Occasionally even the patient may play a role in circumventing adverse drug reactions.

During chemotherapy administration, the OPS can monitor the patient’s ability to tolerate hydration regimens, electrolyte abnormalities, possible tumor lysis syndrome, control of nausea, vomiting, and other acute side effects via patient interview and routine monitoring of chemicals and vital signs. OPSs on patient-care floors or in IV compounding areas in pharmacies can chart or log cumulative doses for drugs like anthracycline for cardiac toxicity, with recommendations for multigated acquisition scan (MUGA), the nuclear image test that measures ejection fraction or perform pulmonary function tests for such pulmonary toxic drugs as bleomycin.

Gastrointestinal toxicities, such as diarrhea and mucositis, can be prevalent with antineoplastic antimetabolites like fluorouracil and irinotecan. All grades of diarrhea have been reported as high as 82%. OPSs can help with creating protocols to prevent or treat irinotecan-induced diarrhea with practice guidelines for assessment, dietary management, and pharmacological management with loperamide, octreotide, and antibiotics when necessary. Mucositis occurs alongside neutropenia, and OPSs can help with ordering prophylaxis or prompt ordering of various mouth rinses or local anesthetics to promote good oral hygiene by minimizing oral fungal infection and helping to minimize pain.

Patients may need IV support or nutritional support during or between cycles of chemotherapy, due to nausea/vomiting, prolonged mucositis, enteritis, diarrhea, significant weight loss, cancer cachexia, and dysgeusia. Multidisciplinary care teams rely on pharmacists for a comprehensive initial assessment. Weight loss may be a diagnostic factor in certain cancers, and cachexia is a hallmark of cancer patients, exhibited by early satiety, weight loss, and asthenia.

Poor nutrition can impact the patient’s ability to tolerate recommended doses of chemotherapy and ability to recover from chemotherapy side effects. It is essential for the healthcare team to utilize the OPS to maximize the nutrition status of the patient in order for optimum antineoplastic dose administration. Working with dietitians to maintain adequate nitrogen balance and any issues of substrate metabolism, such as hyperglycemia, lipid metabolism, and maintaining a neutral or positive nitrogen balance, requires a team effort from pharmacist, dietitian and nurses.

Common side effects of chemotherapy are hematological, such as anemia, thrombocytopenia, and neutropenia. OPSs can monitor absolute neutrophil counts and platelet and hemoglobin levels to assure blood parameters are within acceptable limits for the next cycle of chemotherapy.

Pharmacists have played a key role in antibiotic selection, dosing, and pharmacokinetic monitoring, especially in the case of the febrile neutropenic patient. Interventions have demonstrated a shortened number of total days due to focused attention by pharmacists. Studies have demonstrated before-and-after effects from pharmacist-led antibiotic-stewardship programs. Significant decline in usage rates for inappropriate antibiotic use have been demonstrated, as well as for average duration of therapy. In the absence of pharmacists from the stewardship team, *Clostridium difficile* infection increased more than threefold.

OPS assessment and evaluation of a patient’s ability to tolerate oral medications and diet can expedite the conversion of IV antibiotics to the oral formulation, especially in patients where high-risk neutropenia is downgraded with fever defervescence, neutrophil recovery, and resolution of mucositis.

As mentioned earlier, genetic variation in UGT1A1 is associated with irinotecan-induced neutropenia. Pharmacist monitoring of these patients would help avert potential infectious complications.

The majority of US states allow pharmacists to administer vaccinations. OPSs can interview patients before initiation of chemotherapy to assess the need for influenza, diphtheria, tetanus, and pneumococcal vaccines. Patient education for medication compliance and finishing complete courses of antibiotic therapy to decrease resistance patterns is also key for pharmacists.

OPSs can be very active in managing dermatological or cutaneous adverse effects caused by chemotherapy. Creating and updating extravasation protocols and guidelines is one of the first duties of any OPS. Other dermatological issues can range from skin changes, such as nail reactions,
hyperpigmentation, photosensitivity, rashes, and limb/plantar erythematous reactions. In the taxane class of drugs, grade 3 toxicity can occur in 19% of patients. Pharmacists can provide a systematic approach to managing cutaneous reactions with utilization of warm or cold compresses, topical and/or systemic antibiotics, and topical and/or systemic corticosteroids.

In general, OPSs can play a vital role in monitoring and evaluating drug therapy. Broadfield described a rating sheet for four common toxicities – nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and stomatitis – that was administered to patients by oncology nurses. Patients rated their toxicity on the day of chemotherapy, and blood work was documented. Pharmacists in the clinic would utilize these ratings to validate appropriate timing for dispensing of medications and also solve any necessary interventions. This helped to minimize waiting time for patients as well. A second phase of their program for toxicity monitoring included development of agent-specific toxicity scales. Toxicity profiles were described with recommendations for clinical monitoring. The standardized format ensured that key toxicities were addressed, and any toxicity could be extracted for outcome indicators. Protocols and standardized order forms help by having a recognizable framework to improve outcomes, minimize adverse effects, and provide patient education.

Patient education

Patient education is essential to empower the patient in their own care, and educated patients have also played a role in catching medication errors themselves, especially if receiving repeated cycles. Patients have detected omitted premedications, wrong infusion intervals, leaking infusions, and incorrect doses, especially of oral medications. In an outpatient setting, OPSs can counsel new chemotherapy patients with a review of all the patient’s medications, including prescriptions, over-the-counter, vitamins, alternative therapy, and herbal products, for drug–chemotherapy interactions, drug–drug interactions, duplicate therapy, and potential side effects. Counseling services can also include patient expectations at clinic visits, education on adverse effects, compliance with supportive care medications, and any lifestyle modifications, such as contraception, diet, and fall-prevention precautions. Patient education is paramount to support successful oral treatment. Oncology pharmacists in ambulatory care settings and specialty retail pharmacies can play a prime role to help reduce outpatient and inpatient hospital visits and decrease administration and home-care costs.

Acute therapy issues, such as adverse effects and complex dosing regimens, and administration issues, such as taking drugs with or without food, will affect absorption and thus efficacy. Whether or not a capsule can be taken apart or contents dissolved, or if a tablet like gefitinib can be crushed is imperative information for patients who have difficulty swallowing.

Patients may also need education on proper handling and storage of oral agents. Medication-information sheets, nonabsorbable gloves, and hazardous waste disposal containers should accompany an outpatient oral chemotherapy prescription. Patients should be advised to avoid crushing or manipulating the dosage form without consulting an oncology pharmacist. Patient caregivers in the home or other nontraditional settings, such as long-term care facilities, should transfer the medication from the prescription container directly into the medication cup. Accidentally dropping a pill or capsule would require gloves or a paper towel to retrieve before being disposed of in a hazardous waste receptacle.

Oral agents have added side effect profiles to the usual side effect profile. Palmar–plantar erythrodysesthesia syndrome can include acral erythema, hand–foot syndrome, and hand–foot skin reactions, and can occur with such multitargeted inhibitors as sorafenib and sunitinib. Epidermal growth-factor receptor tyrosine-kinase inhibitors have a 75%–90% incidence of papulopustular rash and maculopapular acniform rash. The incidence increases when these drugs are concomitantly administered with a monoclonal antibody. Hand–foot syndrome can occur with capecitabine, a side effect that can progress to blistering and desquamation. Skin-care education, such as decreasing exposure to hot water, friction, and trauma in early therapy, avoidance of tight fitting shoes, and rigorous exercise are helpful prevention tactics, as are moisturizing with appropriate pressure in grade 0 and educating patients on application of creams and gels if these rashes progress to grades of 1–3. Rereleased medications like thalidomide are available through restricted-access programs to avoid the repeat mishaps of birth defects and fetal death. Pharmacist intervention is required in assuring proper contraception, especially since thalidomide is present in semen. Pharmacists can clarify hormonal versus nonhormonal contraception choices depending upon the tumor type, and advise patients not to donate blood or sperm during therapy and for 4 weeks after cessation of therapy.

The establishment of a pharmacist-developed anticoagulation clinic and the importance of education has been
documented. Pharmacists and pharmacy technician-led education programs in breast cancer clinics have demonstrated better patient understanding of chemotherapy-support medications and led to significant dose reductions, reductions in the number of chemotherapy delays, and the amount of repeat dispensing of chemotherapy support medications. The link between thrombosis and malignancy is well documented in cancer patients who have concomitant venous thromboembolism, having increased mortality over non-cancer patients. Cancer patients also experience increased complications and recurrence with chronic anticoagulation with warfarin. The use of chemotherapy is a known risk factor for the development of venous thromboembolism. Certain chemotherapy agents, such as fluorouracil and capecitabine, are known to interact specifically with warfarin. Endocrine therapy, mainly tamoxifen, has been associated with an increased risk of thrombosis. In a review of over 5,000 breast cancer patients seen in pharmacist-managed anticoagulation services demonstrated, 65.6% of patients were within therapeutic range as opposed to 56.7% of patients who were not seen by pharmacists. The incidence of major bleeds in this study was 2.1%, similar to nononcology patients entered in randomized trials (0.9%–1.8%). Other trials in oncology patients have reported major bleeds at 12%–13%. In a survey performed by McKee et al of patients in outpatient settings, 86% felt it was “absolutely necessary” to discuss their initial treatment with a pharmacist, and 76% of surveyed patients requested pharmacy follow-up at future visits. Patients were willing to pay for pharmacy counseling services (83%), with 28.9% willing to pay between USD$10 and $20 and 19.7% willing to spend more than $20 on pharmacy services.

**Conclusion**

**Vital members of the interdisciplinary team**

As members of interdisciplinary team members, oncology pharmacy specialists offer a variety of services related to the seven processes of medication management, such as procurement and storage, and contributing to selection, prescribing, dosing, monitoring, evaluation and education. Pharmaceutical care can take the form of improving management of supportive care, enhancing patient education, improving efficiency in the chemotherapy infusion center, and creating disease-specific treatment guidelines. OPSSs contribute heavily to ensuring the safety of antineoplastic medications in order for them to be utilized to their fullest therapeutic potential. Involvement in gathering and follow-up of patient-specific information and treatment adds strength to assessment and prioritization of care. In many US states and other countries, OPSSs can enter into collaborative practice agreements to help manage drug therapy of patients under physician supervision. These types of practices can occur in hospitals, ambulatory care centers, and specialty pharmacies, and can range from the traditional dispensing of drugs to an independent role of running support-care clinics for managing side effects.
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